A packet scheduler is an operating system component that controls the allocation of network interface bandwidth to outgoing network flows. By deciding which packet to send next, packet schedulers not only determine how bandwidth is shared among flows, but also play a key role in determining the rate and timing behavior of individual flows. The recent explosion of rate and timing-sensitive flows, particularly in the context of multimedia applications, has focused new interest on packet schedulers. Next generation packet schedulers must not only ensure separation among flows and meet real-time performance constraints, they must also support dynamic fine-grain reallocation of bandwidth for flows with variable-bit-rate requirements. Unfortunately, today's packet schedulers either do not support rate and timing sensitive flows, or do so with reservation systems that are relatively coarse-grain and inflexible. This paper makes two contributions. First it shows how bandwidth requirements can be inferred directly from real-rate flows, without requiring explicit specifications from the application. Second, it presents the design, implementation and performance evaluation of a rate-matching packet scheduler that uses these inferred requirements to automatically and dynamically control the bandwidth allocation to flows.
INTRODUCTION
A packet scheduler is an operating system component that allocates the limited bandwidth of an outgoing network interface among competing flows. It manages interface buffers and controls which packet to send next. As the Internet evolves, applications such as Internet streaming video players that generate multimedia network flows, are expected to be widely supported. These applications are timing sensitive, and they require packet schedulers to support isolation among flows and allocate the right amount of bandwidth to meet their timing-constraints.
Today's packet schedulers either isolate timing sensitive flows from bursty ones by using priority schemes [3, 13] , or they implement coarse-grain sharing of the bandwidth among competing flows using reservations [5, 6, 10 and 15] . Unfortunately, priority schemes do not take into account the timing requirements of the individual flow. Reservation-based schedulers do take timing requirements into account, but do not generally support fine-grain dynamic readjustments of reservations. The consequence of using static reservations is that bandwidth must be over-reserved based on the worst case requirement, which can cause significant inefficiency when variable bit-rate flows are present.
In this paper we describe a RAte Matching Packet (RAMP) scheduler. Instead of asking a user to specify a resource-level reservation, such as a bit-rate value over a certain period, the RAMP scheduler automatically and dynamically infers bandwidth requirements and allocates bandwidth to match them by using a feedback control.
Applying feedback controls to network research is not a new idea. The novel aspects of the RAMP scheduler are the way it infers bandwidth requirements from flows and the way it controls the allocation of bandwidth using them. It infers a flow's bandwidth requirements from per-flow state information in the packet scheduler. For instance, a per-flow queue fill-level in the packet scheduler indicates the mismatch between the amount of data that a flow † wants to send and the packet scheduler's bandwidth allocation to it. A feedback control system is used to monitor this queue fill-level and adjust the bandwidth allocation to the flow in order to keep the queue fill-level at a target level. In this way, variable bit-rate multimedia flows can run successfully without over-reserving bandwidth.
In this paper, in addition to quantitatively evaluating the RAMP scheduler we investigate the interactions between it and TCP congestion and flow control [8] . TCP congestion and flow control ensures that a flow's sending rate does not exceed the endto-end network bottleneck or the flow's receiving rate. Thus, congestion and flow control may impose practical limits on the target bandwidth even though the flow might desire more bandwidth. In this case the RAMP scheduler does not attempt to allocate more bandwidth than can be used.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we first discuss the various bandwidth requirements of flows. Then we focus on a specific class of flows, called real-rate flows, and discuss the right bandwidth allocation for them. Based on the concept of the appropriate target bandwidth allocation for the real-rate flows, we explain the design of the RAMP scheduler in Section 3. Section 4 describes the implementation of the RAMP scheduler and section 5 provides an evaluation of it. In Section 6, we discuss the interactions between the RAMP scheduler and TCP's congestion and flow control. Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, Section 8 presents our conclusions and describes future work.
WHAT IS THE RIGHT BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION?
In order to discuss the choice of bandwidth allocation for a flow, we classify flows according to their bandwidth requirement bounds. Our discussion focuses on real-rate flows [1] . Real-rate flows are flows with specific rate or throughput requirements in which the rate is driven by real-world demands. Examples of the real-rate flows are sensor-based monitoring systems and video or audio pipelines whose data is played at a certain frame rate over a network. A key characteristic of real-rate flows is that they only require enough bandwidth to match their rate requirements and will not use additional bandwidth even if it is made available to them. In contrast to real-rate flows, greedy flows try to acquire as much bandwidth as possible. A greedy flow does not have an upper limit on its required bandwidth. Examples of greedy flows are bulk data transfers, such as ftp and http applications.
The right bandwidth allocation for a real-rate flow is the amount of bandwidth that exactly matches its rate requirement. Overallocation will result in unused bandwidth, whereas under-allocation will prevent the flow from meeting its real-rate target. For greedy flows it is convenient to assume that they accept whatever bandwidth allocation they get.
Beyond the application-level requirements, other factors such as the limits imposed by network congestion and flow control influence the right bandwidth allocation for a flow. Congestion control ensures that a flow's bandwidth does not exceed the end-to-end bottleneck of the connection. Similarly, flow control ensures that the sending rate for a flow does not exceed the rate at which the flow can be received. These two controls prevent a flow from congesting the network or overwhelming a slow receiver. Since the sending application is unable to utilize more bandwidth than the lower of the flow and congestion control limits, a packet scheduler's upper bound on bandwidth allocation for a flow is calculated as the minimum of these two limits and the bandwidth requirements of the flow.
Many present-day UDP-based video streamers either do not use a congestion control protocol, or use an application-specific congestion control scheme. In this case, the target bandwidth allocation in RAMP is simply the bandwidth being requested by the application. Given the consensus among the Internet community that congestion control is fundamental to the health of the Internet [24] , we believe most UDP streaming applications will eventually use congestion control. Thus, in this paper, we focus our discussion on RAMP and its use by congestion-controlled real-rate flows. Furthermore, we assume that they use TCP-friendly congestion and flow control.
A packet scheduler controls the allocation to a flow according to available bandwidth at the local interface, and the factors discussed above. Briefly, the correct allocation to a flow is limited by the minimum of the flow's application-level requirement, its congestion control limit, its flow control limit, and the available interface bandwidth. Therefore, if enough local interface bandwidth is available, the scheduler should allocate bandwidth that matches a TCP-friendly flow's output. If the local interface bandwidth is insufficient, then the scheduler should allocate bandwidth according to the available local interface bandwidth. Eventually, the flow's congestion control will adapt to this bottleneck. †From a packet scheduler's point of view, transport layer protocol controls, such as TCP's congestion and flow control, are part of the flow, and hence contribute to the specification of the flow's requirements.
RAMP has an additional goal of maintaining fine-grain timing requirements for competing flows. RAMP uses two parameters, proportion and period, to specify bandwidth allocations for flows. Proportion is a percentage of the total bandwidth. Period specifies the interval over which the dispatcher guarantees the proportion value. The proportion value for a flow is derived according to the approach discussed above. RAMP implements proportions using a reservation mechanism that ensures isolation among flows. Period is related to the timing requirement of the flow. Currently, RAMP uses a system default period value * for all flows. The automatic derivation for right period values is a future work.
THE DESIGN OF THE RAMP SCHEDULER
The RAMP scheduler, illustrated in Figure 1 , is composed of three parts: (i) a requirement monitor that infers the mismatch between a flow's current bandwidth requirement and its current bandwidth allocation, and converts the mismatch to a pressure value for each flow † , (ii) a feedback controller that uses these pressure values to adjust each flow's bandwidth allocation automatically, and (iii) a low-level packet dispatcher that supports lightweight, per-flow bandwidth reservations based on the values specified by the controller. A salient feature of the RAMP scheduler is its high-frequency feedback loop that links these components in order to continually monitor requirements and adjust allocations. Each of these components is described in the subsections below.
The Requirement Monitor
The RAMP scheduler maintains a separate queue for each real-rate flow. The requirement monitor uses these queues to infer mismatches between current bandwidth requirements and allocations for each flow, and to monitor the scheduler-related delay for flows. When a flow uses TCP the input rate to the flow's queue is determined by TCP's control output. For UDP flows the input rate is determined directly by the flow's sending rate. The output rate from the queue is determined by the allocation RAMP gives to the flow. If these two rates match the fill-level of the queue will remain constant, and its value is an indication of the delay RAMP is imposing on the flow. If the fill-level is dropping then RAMP is overallocating bandwidth to the flow. Similarly, if the fill-level is rising RAMP is underallocating bandwidth for the flow. The control target for RAMP is to maintain a constant fill-level at a level determined by the flow's latency tolerance. Flows can either specify a target fill-level, based on their latency tolerance, or use the default value. The requirement monitor uses the difference between a flow's sampled queue fill-level and its target fill-level as the pressure, and sends these values to the feedback-based controller.
Not all the flows' requirements are derived in the way described above. We classify all flows into two categories according to the discussion in the Section 2. Real-Rate category is for real-rate flows, which include real-rate TCP flows and real-rate UDP flows [26, 27] . Greedy category is for greedy flows, which include greedy TCP flows and non-congestion-controlled non-real-*Our system's CPU tick size is set to 0.1 msec. By default, we use the smallest timer interval (0.1 msec) in our system for all the period values. Therefore, using this default value would not cause additional deadline misses in our system when the right proportion values are given. However, it adds unnecessary overheads for applications with coarser grain timing requirements than 0.1 msec. Automatic period allocation will address this problem. †Here the word "pressure" is borrowed from fluid control systems, in which higher mismatches result in higher pressures. For flows in Greedy Category, the requirement monitor treats all of them together as a single real-rate flow, whose minimum allocation is based on a system default requirement value. In other words, real-rate flows are treated preferentially and greedy flows compete for the remaining bandwidth in the same way they do in conventional systems. The current prototype of the RAMP scheduler needs users to specify the type (Real-Rate or Greedy) of flows. By default, the RAMP scheduler classifies a non-type-specified flow into Greedy category.
The Feedback Controller
The controller takes the Requirement Monitor's results (the pressures) combines them with stored history information, and uses standard control components to match the bandwidth allocations to the flows' requirements. Those control components are widely used in classical control systems. By adjusting the bandwidth allocation to keep the per-flow queue fill-level at a target fill-level, the packet scheduler matches the queue's consumption rate to the rate at which the flow is producing data. Figure 2 shows the structure of the controller's control circuit for one real-rate flow. The controller takes the per-flow queue's pressure as input, and sends it to a low-pass filter. Low-pass filters give an exponential averaging over the past history and are generally used in control systems to smooth the input to avoid generating oscillations in the controller's output. An aging parameter L to the Low-Pass Filter defines the weight on the current input. The value 1 -L is the weight given to past history.
The low-pass filter's output connects to a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control component. PID controls are widely used in many control applications to provide acceptable response together with stability and damping. It combines the proportion of the summed pressures with the integral and the derivative of the pressures. It has parameters P, I, and D, which control the weight of each part in the output. The proportion part P contributes to the output based on the instant error between the monitored fill-level and the target fill-level. Thus, parameter-P decides how fast the allocation catches up with the requirement. The integral part I contributes to the output based on the accumulated error. Thus, parameter-I decides how fast the allocation erases the accumulated requirement-allocation-mismatch and reaches a stable state. The derivative part D slows down the output reaction in proportion to the most recent pressure variation. Thus the parameter-D decides the damping factor of the control reaction, which avoids the over allocation of bandwidth in the case of a sudden change in a flow's requirement.
If the allocation of a RAMP scheduler reacts too slowly, the scheduler could inhibit a TCP-like flow's ability to probe for additional bandwidth. On the other hand, if the allocation reacts too fast, the scheduler may over allocate bandwidth.
The output of the PID is the proportion value, which specifies the data rate required by the flow. Another aspect of the bandwidth allocation is the period, which is the minimum temporal granularity over which the bandwidth allocation must be enforced. Dynamic period adjustments [4] are not implemented in our current prototype, which assigns the same period to all flows.
Overload Policy
So far the discussion has assumed that the RAMP scheduler interface is only partially loaded. In this subsection we address the overload issue. Since we treat the greedy flows as a single real-rate flow, the interface is only truly overloaded when the sum of all the real-rate requirements exceeds the total bandwidth. Otherwise, RAMP can always allocate bandwidth to meet these requirements before allocating the remain bandwidth to greedy flows.
When the total of the real-rate flows' requirements exceeds the interface's capacity, it is not possible to meet all requirements. In this case, the flows must adapt their bandwidth consumption requirements either by reducing the rate at which they submit packets, or by dropping packets. Both cases represent a quality adaptation policy, and the policy could be flow-specific. The RAMP scheduler detects this overload condition early enough to deliver a QoS exception to the application. Applications can use QoS exceptions to perform adaptation early, thus, reducing their requirements. Further discussion of QoS adaptation approaches are beyond the scope of this paper, but are discussed in [2] .
The Packet Dispatcher
The lowest level of the RAMP scheduler is a reservation-based packet dispatcher. The packet dispatcher implements the bandwidth allocations that are assigned by the feedback controller and determines the global order of packet transmission through the interface. Reservation requirements to the packet dispatcher are described by two parameters: proportion and period. Proportion is a percentage of the total bandwidth. Period specifies the interval over which the dispatcher guarantees the proportion value. Within a period, the dispatcher can either send a flow's packets in a single burst or send them smoothly. The RAMP scheduler's packet dispatcher implements an earliest deadline first (EDF) policy [9] , in which the end of period is the deadline value for each flow (see section 4).
Implementation
The RAMP scheduler is implemented as a component of an end-host * operating system. Most of it is implemented in the Linux 2.0.35 operating system kernel. The only exception is the feedback controller, which is currently implemented at userlevel to allow rapid prototyping using the SWiFT software feedback toolkit [7] . SWiFT supports an approach to building adaptive system software based on control theory. It supplies basic control components such as the control blocks shown in Figure  3 , and the feedback controller is built with these components. The controller's PID component and low-pass filter component have parameters that can be set to define the behavior of the controller. For the evaluation described in this paper, we use the set (P=0.35, I=0.005, D=0.01) as the PID component's setting, and (L=0.5) for the low-pass filter's setting. Because of the user-level implementation of the controller, monitoring is implemented using system calls which expose the queue fill-levels. The requirement monitor samples the queue fill-levels by calling the monitoring system calls and produces the pressures. The sampling frequency in the prototype system is 100HZ. Since these system calls are made frequently, the user-level implementation is a source of inefficiency, and we plan to ultimately move the controller into the kernel.
The packet dispatcher enforces the bandwidth allocations specified by the controller. Since the built-in packet scheduler in Linux 2.0.35 does not support bandwidth reservation, we replaced it with our own reservation-based packet dispatcher. In contrast to the Linux built-in packet scheduler, our packet dispatcher manages a queue for each flow, or more accurately, for each socket. When a flow creates a socket, the packet dispatcher creates a per-flow queue and attaches it to the socket † . Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the flows and the packet dispatcher. Flow-1 and Flow-2 use TCP sockets. TCP controls when the packets go from the socket buffer to the per-flow queue in the scheduler. Flow-3 uses a UDP socket. Since UDP sockets do not accumulate data (no socket buffers), their packets directly enter the per-flow queues in the scheduler. The packet dispatcher selects packets from these per-flow queues based on each flow's proportion and period values that are set by the *The RAMP scheduler does not use any specific end-host information, and the algorithm could be used in router operating systems. However, there are scalability issues associated with supporting per-flow states in current router operating systems. †Linux kernels use the sk_buff structures to manage network queues in a similar way to the mbuf structures [16] in BSD UNIX, which avoid data copying when moving data in the kernel. Thus, adding per-flow queues will not increase data copying costs in this implementation. controller. Then it sends the selected packet to the interface queue. If the interface queue is full, the dispatcher is stalled until free space is available. Packets are removed from the interface queue and sent to the network by device interrupts.
Conceptually, the packet dispatcher is driven by timer events. However, in practice, explicit packet related events occur more frequently. RAMP's packet dispatcher is driven by device interrupt events and by system events such as ip_output that happen when a packet enters its corresponding per-flow queue. When none of the above system events happen, we use a system timer to ensure that the dispatcher runs at least every 0.1msec. If some system events happen before the system timer fires, we reset the system timer to another 0.1msec. This approach is similar to the one described in [32] . Our prototype system's CPU tick size is set to 0.1 msec, thus the smallest time interval we get from the system is 0.1msec.
EVALUATION
Two sets of experiments are designed to evaluate the RAMP scheduler. One evaluates RAMP's benefits and capabilities, and is discussed in this section. The other explores the interactions between RAMP and TCP's congestion and flow control, and is discussed in Section 6.
In order to validate the benefits of the RAMP scheduler, we conducted experiments to: (1) show that it is able to separate flows and protect a congestion-controlled real-rate flow from a UDP-based greedy flow; and (2) test it's ability to dynamically detect changes in the requirements, and use them to dynamically adjust allocations. In order to do these experiments, we used two benchmark applications. The first is the Quasar video player [28] . It plays a video clip through a network using TCP. The second was constructed to allow tighter control over the bandwidth requirements. This benchmark application also sends data across the network through a TCP socket. Users of the benchmark application can set its bandwidth requirement. By changing the requirement and monitoring the resulting allocation, we can evaluate the responsiveness and accuracy of the RAMP scheduler.
All experiments were run on two 400Mhz Pentium II machines, both with 128MB of memory and 3c905 Ethernet Cards. The sender machine ran our modified version of Linux 2.0.35 with our RAMP scheduler, and we set the Ethernet interface to work in the 10Mbit/s mode. The receiver machine ran Linux 2.0.35 without our packet scheduler * , and the Ethernet interface worked in the 100Mbit/s mode to ensure it is not the bottleneck. A 100Mbit/S Ethernet switch connected the sender machine and the receiver machine. We disable the controller's dynamic period control and focus on the proportion allocation. In the following experiments, all flows' period allocations are assigned to 0.1msec. The target fill-levels used by the RAMP scheduler are all 16Kbytes, and the scheduler samples queue fill-levels every 10msec.
Bandwidth Sharing Result with UDP Cross Traffic
This experiment evaluates RAMP's ability to protect real-rate flows in the presence of competing workload. In this experiment, we demonstrate the bandwidth sharing result of the RAMP scheduler when a TCP video flow (in this case generated by the Quasar player) competes for bandwidth with UDP flows, and compare it with the well-known bandwidth sharing results for FCFS packet schedulers applied to the same situation.
The target of this experiment is to show the effect of competing UDP traffic on the real-rate TCP traffic. We show this by comparing the bandwidth usage of the real-rate TCP under three cases: (a) the real-rate TCP runs through a FCFS scheduler with no other competing traffic; (b) the real-rate TCP runs through a RAMP scheduler with competing greedy UDP traffic; (c) the real-rate TCP run through a FCFS scheduler with competing greedy UDP traffic. Since RAMP derives the real-rate TCP's requirement and dynamically reserves bandwidth for it, we expect the TCP flow under RAMP to receive the same bandwidth it gets when no competing traffic exists.
In order to measure the effectiveness of RAMP's isolation for real-rate flows, we calculate the accumulated bandwidth usage of the real-rate flow in the three cases. We use its accumulated usage in case (a) as the requirement, and compare it to the allocations given by the RAMP and the FCFS scheduler. Figure 4 shows the accumulated error in allocation for a FCFS scheduler and a RAMP scheduler. Line RAMP in Figure 4 remains close to 0 as time increases, indicating that the bandwidth allocation meets the requirement. The FCFS leaves 0 as time increases, indicating that the allocation with a FCFS scheduler under the *Our experiments are designed to model the use of the RAMP scheduler in an environment that is mixed with other schedulers, such as FCFS schedulers. The motivation behind this approach is two folds: because of two reasons: (1) We assume only one bottleneck in the system, and a RAMP scheduler in an unloaded interface performs similarly to a FCFS scheduler; (2) Even in the future, FCFS schedulers are likely to exist in most systems [16, 17] . same condition does not keep up with the requirement. In summary, this first experiment shows that RAMP is able to implement traffic separation for dynamically varying real-rate flows.
Response to Dynamic Changes in Bandwidth Requirements
In this subsection, we show the ability of RAMP to dynamically detect changes in the flow's requirement and use them to adjust the bandwidth allocation. The experiment is designed to let us control a flow's bandwidth requirements, and log the RAMP scheduler's bandwidth allocation. By comparing the allocation with the requirement, we can quantify how well the RAMP's allocation automatically tracks the flow's requirement. The details of the experiment are as follows: We run our benchmark application on an otherwise idle network. The sender side network interface is controlled by the RAMP scheduler. The benchmark application varies its rate requirements according to a step function (with steps up and down). This step function serves as the input for the experiment. We log the per-flow queue fill-levels, which are the inputs to the RAMP scheduler, and the bandwidth allocation, which is the output of the RAMP scheduler. Figure 5 shows the result of this experiment. The first observation is that the per-flow queue fill-levels expose the flow's bandwidth requirement information. For example, the per-flow queue's fill-level starts to increase at the time the flow increases its requirement. The RAMP scheduler uses the fill-level information to drive the bandwidth allocation to match the flow's requirement. As shown in the figure, RAMP responds to the change in the queue fill-level variations by rapidly adjusting the allocation. The experiment result matches our expectations: the RAMP scheduler's allocation roughly follows the benchmark application's requirement variations. However, notice that RAMP over-reacts to the step changes and takes some time to stabilize.
In classic control systems, a system's behavior can be described by its step-input response character, which is defined by its response time * , settling time † and overshoot ‡ [35] .
Step-input is the worst possible change in the input signal because it contains infinitely high frequencies. In practice, variations in the input signal will be better than this. According to control theory, once the above character values are known, we can predict the system's behavior to any other input. In order to quantify the characteristics of the RAMP scheduler, we amplify the response of the RAMP scheduler to a step-input in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows that: for the current settings of the PID control component RAMP's response time is about 80 msec, its settling time is about 500 msec, and its average overshoot is 40% of the step height. The significance of overshoot for RAMP is that it will attempt to allocate more bandwidth than is really needed. One way to deal with this is to ensure that the interface is always under utilized in order to allow the overshoot. The problem with this approach is its inefficiency, especially considering the fact that the measured overshoot with RAMP's current settings is 40% of the step size. This approach would require us to operate at only 1/1.4 of the available interface bandwidth, which is not acceptable. An alternate approach is to allow RAMP to temporarily over-allocate the interface bandwidth, which would cause an accumulation of packets in the device buffer (the interface queue in Figure 3 ). The size of this accumulation is dependent on the rate-variation characteristics of the input signal.
*The response time refers the period from the time that the allocation first reaches 10% of the new requirement value to the time that the allocation first reaches 90% of the new requirement value. †The settling time refers the time from the requirement value change to the time that the allocation first reaches a stable value (the absolute error with the average is within the range of 5% of the average). ‡The overshoot refers the maximum amount of bandwidth over-allocated (under-allocated if the requirement decreases) to the flow. Dynamical bandwidth allocation allocation (using Y1) bandwidth requirements (using Y1)
per-flow buffer fill-level (using Y2) target buffer fill-level (using Y2)
For the step-input in Figure 6 , the maximum accumulation is determined by the difference between Area-B and Area-A, which introduces less than 30 msec delay to the device buffer.
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE RAMP SCHEDULER AND TCP
RAMP automatically adjusts local interface bandwidth allocation according to the TCP's output. However, TCP adapts its output rate according to the available end-to-end bandwidth, which can be limited by the local interface bandwidth allocation controlled by RAMP. It is worth to notice that this inter-dependence is not specific to TCP. For other congestion control protocols, as long as they adapt their sending rates to the available end-to-end bandwidth and probe additional bandwidth by sending more, interactions can happen between RAMP and them.
To study this interaction, we consider TCP's flow control and congestion control separately. We discuss the flow control first in subsection 6.1, then show the congestion control experiment and discuss the overall interaction in subsection 6.2.
TCP Flow Control and the RAMP Scheduler
TCP flow control imposes a limit on the amount of data that can be sent without having been acknowledged, in order to ensure that the receiver-side buffer will not overflow. The amount of data that can be sent at any time corresponds to the difference between the available buffer space of the receiver and the amount of unacknowledged data that is still in the network. Since the RAMP scheduler's queues are no different to router queues in this respect, data in them are considered as data in transition in the network. Hence the RAMP scheduler can not cause the receiver side buffers to overflow. Furthermore, the output rate adjustments caused by TCP flow control are no different to the rate adjustments caused by other application-level requirement variations as far as RAMP is concerned. Thus, the bandwidth allocation by the RAMP scheduler tracks the TCP flow control output automatically without interacting with it. We verified this result through experiments, which are presented in [33] .
TCP Congestion Control and the RAMP Scheduler
The congestion control experiment is designed to show the interaction between TCP and RAMP when there is an end-to-end bottleneck other than the RAMP controlled local interface. When the end-to-end bottleneck changes its rate, TCP adapts its output rate to this end-to-end bottleneck rate. In this experiment we verify whether the RAMP scheduler limits TCP's ability to detect the available end-to-end bottleneck rate. The details of this study include: (a) verifying whether TCP is still able to probe for more bandwidth when it is available; and (b) verifying whether TCP's congestion window expands in the same way with a RAMP scheduler as it does with a FCFS scheduler. In order to study the interaction, we simulate a congestion link and control its bandwidth variations. Then we use it to run a real-rate TCP flow with a RAMP scheduler and a FCFS scheduler respectively, and compare TCP's congestion window behaviors in the two cases.
The detailed steps of the experiment are: (a) We simulated a bottleneck link based on a leaky bucket model [31] , which defines a link by a queue size and an output rate. We can control the queue size and the output rate through system calls, which specify the character of the bottleneck according to the parameters of the leaky bucket model. By controlling the bottleneck link parameters, we create a congestion generator. (b) The bottleneck is implemented as an additional queue between the packet scheduler and the interface queue shown in Figure 3 . Thus, it is viewed as a network link by both TCP and the RAMP scheduler. (c) We run the real-rate TCP flow used in Section 5 with a FCFS packet scheduler. We start with a bottleneck rate larger than the real-rate flow's requirement, adjust the bottleneck rate down and up and log the TCP's congestion window behavior. (d) We repeat the experiment again, using the RAMP scheduler to control the bandwidth allocation instead of the FCFS scheduler. The queue size is set to 6K bytes throughout the experiment, and the bottleneck rate varies from 2Mb/Sec to 1.5Mb/Sec and 0.5Mb/Sec, and then goes back to 1.5Mb/Sec and 2Mb/Sec. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the result of this experiment. Figure 7 shows the result of TCP's congestion window size's behavior under the FCFS packet scheduler. When the bottleneck rate reduces from 2Mb/Sec to 1.5Mb/Sec, the congestion window size drops and keeps the sawtooth shape because of TCP congestion control's slowstart and congestion avoidance behavior. When the bottleneck rate reduces further, TCP's congestion window maintains a similar sawtooth shape but varies with lower frequency because of TCP's self-clocking. Figure 8 shows the congestion window size's behavior under the RAMP scheduler, which also traces the bottleneck rate variations. Figure 7 shows that TCP's congestion window reaches a larger size with the RAMP scheduler (window sizes reach 25~30) than with the FCFS scheduler (window sizes reach 10). It also shows the average throughput with the two schedulers are close to each other. However, TCP expands its congestion window less aggressively with the RAMP scheduler than with the FCFS scheduler. This behavior is illustrated by the slowly varying sawtooth shape in Figure 8 (in the range of 0.4~0.8 saw-tooth/sec), compared to the rapid variations in Figure 7 (in the range of 0.94~2.26 saw-tooth/sec). The results also show that the RAMP scheduler adds delay to the data transmission. TCP's round-trip-time is increased in average by 80ms, 100ms and 300ms respectively for the bottleneck rate 2Mb/Sec, 1.5Mb/Sec, and 0.5Mb/Sec. The increment is mainly attributed by the buffering in the RAMP scheduler. It varies when the bottleneck rate changes. The reason of it is that current RAMP scheduler choose a constant bytes value as the target fill-level. In the future, we plan to use a constant time based fill-level, which will introduce same delay to TCP even when the bottleneck rate changes.
The results answer several of the questions raised earlier: (a) According to Figure 8 , TCP with RAMP is still able to probe for the end-to-end bottleneck rate, and in average reaches same output rate as TCP with FCFS does. (b) Clearly the congestion window expands and contracts with a different shape when TCP flows run through a RAMP scheduler. Using RAMP the congestion window expands slowly, but with more overshoot. The reason for this behavior is that RAMP predicts the TCP's requirement and allocates the bandwidth based on it. However it introduces delay and smoothing (pacing), whereas the FCFS scheduler immediately gives all the bandwidth allocation to the flow when there is no other competing traffic. According earlier research on TCP throughput [19, 24, and 34] , long-delay and smoothed TCPs expand their window slowly compared to short-delay and bursty TCPs. The RAMP scheduler's delay and smoothing impact on TCP is determined by the controller's target queue fill-level and its responsiveness. We believe adjusting the target fill-level and responsiveness of the controller is a way of tuning the bandwidth sharing result for RAMP and TCP. In the near future, we plan to demonstrate these effects.
RELATED WORK
We divide the related work into in several fields, including packet scheduling, multimedia transmission, network congestion and flow control, and scheduling for other resources.
We have demonstrated the advantage of the RAMP scheduler over FCFS and simple reservation based packet schedulers. Priority-based schedulers [3, 12, and 13] are similar to RAMP in the sense of separating flows. However, RAMP differs significantly from priority-based schedulers because it derives flow bandwidth requirements and supports proportional sharing based on these requirements. Priority-based schedulers have no knowledge of flow requirements, thus they can only do coarse grain allocations based on priorities, and they are subject to starvation. Another closely related approach is packet scheduling based on Fair Queueing [5] . Fair Queueing schedulers share interface bandwidth according to some notion of "fairness", and either allocated bandwidth equally to flows or based on some pre-specified weights. The RAMP scheduler can be classified as one kind of weighted-fair-queueing scheduler in which the weights are derived automatically based on inferred bandwidth requirements. Linux2.2 kernels supply a powerful packet scheduler infrastructure [6] , allowing them to support several kinds of packet schedulers. However, none of these packet schedulers infer flow bandwidth requirements and use them to dynamically allocate bandwidth. Media streaming and smoothing techniques [27, 30] smooth the bandwidth requirements for stored video by buffering data at the application level. These approaches make it easier to deploy multimedia applications in the Internet. The RAMP scheduler addresses the same problem at a different level. It smoothes streaming data at the network resource level. An advantage of smoothing at this level is that it allows isolation of real-rate flows from competing greedy flows.
The RAMP scheduler is also related to research on active queue management [18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, and 25] . Active queue management research is concerned with the interaction between scheduling mechanisms, such as RED [23] and ECN [18] , and network congestion control. The RAMP scheduler can also be viewed as one form of TCP pacing [34] . The TCP pacing effect can be controlled by adjusting the responsiveness of the RAMP controller. However, active queue management research does not address the problem of automatically inferring a flow's bandwidth requirement.
The RAMP scheduler is designed to support real-rate flows at the resource management level. It is related to research on transport layer protocols for real-rate flows, such as SCP [26] and RAP [27] , which detect the available bandwidth and trade reliability for less delay to meet the flows' timing requirements. We believe that successfully deployment of real-rate flows in the Internet needs coordinated support from both levels.
Finally, the RAMP scheduler uses a feedback-driven control system to manage network interface resources. Feedback-driven resource management has been successfully applied to other resources such as CPU [1, 14] , and disk bandwidth [11] .
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has described a packet scheduler that can automatically derive flow bandwidth requirements and dynamically adjust bandwidth based on them. The main contribution of the RAMP scheduler is that it uses a feedback-based controller to allocate interface bandwidth to flows without requiring them to communicate their explicit bandwidth requirements. The RAMP scheduler infers the flow requirements from queue state information and consequently moves part of the burden of real-rate application programming to the resource management level. Our experimental evaluation of RAMP demonstrates its ability to separate traffic, and dynamically respond to varying real-rate requirements.
The experiment results also illustrate some interesting interactions between TCP and RAMP. We plan to further characterize the RAMP scheduler and TCP congestion and flow control using feedback control models, in order to explore these interactions more thoroughly in the future. Other future work includes extending the system to control the period allocations, and investigating its effect on end-to-end delay.
